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Welcome to the unofficial Iron Kingdoms Role Playing Game (IKRPG) Resources. Our goal is to provide useful resources and tools to gamers and GM's in the IKRPG and believe that the best possible way to bring them to most devices is through a web application. Note: The following tools are intended to
complement, but not replace, the Official Rules and Tools provided by Privateer Press. Tools Publication Index We compile index of all official IKRPG related content. The index is a work in progress and should be extended to all new IKRPG (Full Metal Fantasy and Unleashed) publications. Contains
entries for folowing categories: Content by category Currently consider the following publications: Content by publication Full index Overview of all entries can be found here. Fillable character pages and character generator v. 1.0 Who doesn't want to be a digital version of the IKRPG hero? We provide
you with online character tabs that can be filled in in your browser! You can choose between the layout of the Full Metal Fantasy character page and the Unleashed character page. Once you've created the hero, you can use the browser's built-in printing feature to get a paper version of the page. But do
not forget to save the hero, so come back later and add xp to the heroes! We use a slightly modified version of the official Privateer Press character pages, which can be downloaded here. In addition, we offer a character generator for character tabs, which you can quickly test your character ideas! This
includes all races, castes, archetypes, careers, career opportunities, and adventurous companies in the index. Have fun creating your IK characters! Fillable Character Cards v. 4.0 We love to play Warmachine and hordes, and especially love the MK II cards. That's why we've created unique character
cards for the IKRPG. They provide an alternative design for character sheets and can even be filled in online! The following cards are available: Stats Skills Skills/Benefits Spells Gear Notes Map Builder we use in the Iron KingdomUnleashed Adventure Kit tiles and tokens for most combat encounters.
Earlier, when planning combat encounters, GM's set up home tiles and chips and brought a photo to the seat. Not anymore! Map Maker allows you to create, save and print your own IK maps with official Iron Kingdoms tiles and chips that can be downloaded for free . Gamemasters can now plan
encounters even if they don't have access to their physical tiles. They can then use it to print the planned meeting settings. The Caen moons of the Caen Constellations have three moons: Calder, Laris and Artis. Apparently many Immoren wilderness peoples have a strong relationship with these moons:
Tharn and Warpwolves full moon, blackclad rituals rituals the full moon (constellations) and so on. This made me wonder how the lunar phases of Calder, Laris and Artis interact. So let's look up at the sky: Look at the moons in the Caen Tool. Unleashed Heroes for Warmahordes We love the taste of the
Unleashed Adventure Kit scenario characters, and we were wondering if we could use them for the desktop game. So, we started thinking about what they were going to do with the wargame and came up with a set of rules which should be a lot of fun for friendly and casual games. We haven't played
them yet, but we think the rules are fine and neither too strong nor too weak, while at the same time the individuality of each character (hopefully) remains. The result of these efforts vortex255's 1.0 version of forces hordes: Heroes Unleashed! We reflect your work here. App settings From version 3, you
can ikrpg.info a static Web page into a Web application. This means that we use coockies and similar web technologies to store user settings locally in the browser. The most obvious change is the new character cards storage feature. It's less obvious to use Google Analytics (half the internet uses it) to
get information about how to improve our devices. We're still testing ideas where we can go from here, but for starters, we'll give you the ability to choose a new Unleashed wallpaper. Please select the background of your favorite website (click to change background): These are the (slightly modified)
official Full Metal Fantasy and Unleashed character pages that can be downloaded from the privateerpress.com. We modified them so you can fill them out, print them out and save them in your browser! After saving, they are visible only to you. We don't have access to his characters. Only you can
access them and only in the browser in which you saved them. Beware: If you delete the browser cache, the character tabs will be lost! Also, if you save a new character page under an existing hero name, the old page will be lost! Tip: Use the browser's printing feature to print the character sheet. You can
import/export character cards if you need them in another browser, clear the browser cache, or email them to a friend. Export cards give you a gibberish representation of your character that can be copied. Paste that gibberish into the import/export box and click import the character to update the page.
Have fun with the character tabs! | Save | Import/Export Character | Hero Name Archetype Race Careers Load Delete Select character sheet design: Full Metal Fantasy (slightly modified) Unleashed I've always loved creating different characters role-playing. And (maybe very similar to yours?) the huge of
our characters remains concepts and never played. So when you create lots and lots of characters you need tools to your life is easier. This character generator was built to support you to do exactly that! This allows you to fill parts of the character sheet automatically instead of filling in each value yourself
(e.g. it automatically fills in weapons and spells), which saves you time. However, this is not meant to be a full blown character manager that will help you releases XP after character creation. Here it differs from the Excel Generator also available in IKRPG. This is not a mistake, but a design choice that
makes it much easier to maintain and extend the generator. Here is a list of what the character generator does for you: It fills all the values of selected species, castes, archetypes, careers, and adventurous companies that calculate DEF, ARM, Initiative, Command Range, Willpower, MAT, P+S, RAT, and
Skill altogether It gives drop-down menus for ranged/melee weapons, skills, abilities/benefits, worn armor, spells, rune plates, and capacitors (we use the names in our index, so the Tharn Axe is an Axe, Tharn) It includes all races, castes, archetypes, careers, career opportunities, and adventurous
companies in the index Beware: If you create a character, the entries in the character page are replaced! Competition: Caste: Archetype: Career 1: Career 2: Character Background: Advancement Points: Attribute Value Choose 1: PHY: 1 SPD: 1 STR: 1 AGL: 1 PRW: 1 POI: 1 INT: 1 FACE: 1 PER: 1
Choose 1: PHY: 1 SPD: 1 STR: 1 AGL: 1 PRW: 1 POI: 1 INT: 1 ARC: 1 PER: 1 Choose 1: PHY: 1 SPD: 1 STR: 1 AGL: 1 PRW: 1 POI: 1 INT: 1 ARC: 1 ARC: 1 Adventurer Company: The following tables contain features designed for the character generator, and or soon to be implemented, or do not get
into the current version. Number of simple features Service Dependencies Status S010 Add all races, careers, Stb Ready S030 Fill Skill Parent Set Value M020 Ready S040 Calculation Skill Amount S030 Ready S070 Fill Melee Weapon Data M050 Ready S080 Fill Ranged Weapon Data M060 Done S
100 Filling Languages Ready S1 30 Use Skill DB to Change Skill Name/Value M020 Ready S140 Use Spell DB For Modifying Magic Name M160 Ready S150 Fill Spell Data Ready S170 Worn Armor Autofill Done S180 Melee Weapon Autofill Done S190 Long Distance weapon Autofill Done S200 Add
Benefits Index Done S020 overflow of input fields S050 Benefit descriptions and pages M030 Pages Ready S060 Ability descriptions and pages M040 pages Ready S090 Fill Arcane Tradition S110 Contacts description M080 S160 Add Warcaster Armor / Mechanic Armor / etc. armor DB S170 Introduction
Clear Sheet button number of challenging features Features Dependencies State M090 Mechanics DB deleted M020 Skill DB Done M110 Capacitor DB Done M050 Melee Weapon DB Done M060 Ranged Weapon DB Done M160 Spell DB M010 Armor DB Ready for regular armor armor Előny DB S200
csak az összes nevet M040 Ability DB csak az összes nevet M070 Gear DB M080 Connections DB M170 M100 Runeplate DB csak az összes nevet M140 Karakter Portrék M170 Kapcsolatok hozzáadása index M120 Steamjack DB Később M130 Lovaglás DB Később komplex funkciók száma jellemzők
függőségek állapot C030 Mechanika Autofill M090 Kész C040 Runeplate Autofill M100 Kész C050 Kondenzátor Widget M110 Kész C010 Track berendezések módosítók M010, M040, M050, M060, M070 kopott páncél /Shield/Command kész C020 számítási DEF, KAR, INI, stb. C010 Kész az alapvető
módosítók C110 Add Karakter kártyák alternatív design C060 Steamjack Widget M120, C090 Később C070 Riding Widget M130, C100 Később C080 szintező Később C090 Steamjack Sheet Később C100 Riding Sheet Később C120 Chrome szinkron helyi áruház később Bugs Number Feature
Függőségek Állapot B010 Néhány leírást If I stay create a new hero. Ready B020 Variable font size mechanics and connections and such. Finished B030 The calculated SPD in the save()? Ready B040 When the thrown weapon skill is added, missing RAT is not updated.
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